BRANDING FOR HUMANS
Simplified • The Real Estate Edition
TREC 3 HR CE Course #42844 • Provider #10569

Topics covered in this 3 HR class:
How to properly brand yourself as The Authority in your niche
Attraction is not a choice & why it's imparitave to have fun
Why your personality & attitude is your competitive advantage in the content war
Show up, stay in touch • How to easily stay in touch with your clients & prospects
How to create Emotional Currency so that people feel morally obligated to buy from you
How to create a powerful voice & use it to attract more clients
The money is in The List • How to set up your own personalized list to stay top of mind
Why simplicity and consistency are more powerful than intensity & is your key to success
Plus lots more fun & practical things you can do immediately to attract more business!

Come learn how to build a powerful Personal Brand & use the
New Media in ways you never dreamed possible!

Instructor:
Ronald Earl Wilsher
School of Real Estate
RonaldWilsher.com
281.395.1000

Attract and Engage is better than Chase and Convince™

People Are Talkin'!
~Great course! Ronald was entertaining and very informative.
~Great instructor! Very informative and great communication skills.
~He was amazing! Kept everyone engaged and did not have a monotone voice. Kept me awake
and interested in the topics.
~Excellent material. Helpful with Social Media. Very good instructor.
~The topics covered in this course was particularly useful and I would like to see more CE
courses in the future.
~Overall, one of the best CE classes I’ve taken. Filled with a lot of information.
~I learned practical ways to keep clients for life and get referrals.
~I learned the importance of believing in yourself.
~Instructor kept my attention. I learned how to use texting as a primary communication method.
~You were excellent and engaging! Keep up the good work.
~Fun class. It was very clear he (the instructor) loves what he does and I appreciate that!
Thank you for taking time out of your day for us!
~Thank you so much for the class today! We really enjoyed it.
~Class was very, very helpful and inspiring. Instructor was the best!
~My new favorite instructor. Enjoyed every minute and learned a lot.
~Course information was excellent and helpful.
~Course was very informative. Instructor is very knowledgeable and engaging.

~Excellent content. Fun, engaging environment.
~Enjoyed hearing "outside the box" ideas. Not the same generic tools. Great ideas.
~Great class, information and fun!
~Attraction is not a choice. Enjoyed and learned a lot!
~Great class! Thank you so much!
~I learned I should brand my name and myself.
~Great attitude and energy!
~Very fast paced. Entertaining and not boring. Very up beat. Very educational.
~Attraction is not a choice. Great info!
~Be an authority. Network.
~Use your brain and think for yourself. Great class.
~Fun class. It was very clear he (the instructor) loves what he does and I appreciate that!
Thank you for taking time out of your day for us!
~The class was great. I like that there were a few jokes during the lecture because
it made the lecture fun.
~I like his style of teaching. It’s funny and informative at the same time. Not stiff like the
majority of courses I have taken.

